Program Guide
Week 8

Sunday February 15th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Big, Bigger, Biggest - Metro - The 402 kilometres long London Underground is the
biggest metro system in the Western world. It is currently undergoing a 26 billion dollar
expansion project. This film explores how this metro system was made possible through
a series of four historic engineering breakthroughs. It looks at the inner workings of four
landmark metro systems, including the Paris Metro and New York City Subway. Each
features a major technological innovation that allowed engineers to build bigger and
bigger metros. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 6) (Rpt) G CC

1:55 pm

Silvia Colloca: Made In Italy Bitesize - Some of your favourite moments so far from
Silvia Colloca's culinary journey through Italy. (Food) CC
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Sunday February 15th, 2015
2:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

4:00 pm

Football Asia - Provides the latest news and updates from the various football leagues
across Asia. (From Singapore, in English) (Football) CC

4:30 pm

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 Magazine - Highlights and news from the latest
round of the UEFA Champions League. (From Switzerland, in English) (Football) CC

5:00 pm

Massive Moves - Country Cottage -Teams of engineers and truckers face some
daunting challenges as they transport monstrous structures that were never meant to
leave their foundations. This episode, a single mum uses her life savings on a cottage
that has been in her family for four generations, but is now in danger of being demolished
if she can't move it to another location. (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Nazi Megastructures - U-Boat Base - To create a safe haven in port for their lethal Uboat submarines, the Nazis built massive, impenetrable concrete submarine pens.
Structures too immense to be hidden, they were constructed to withstand direct hits from
even the biggest Allied bombs. Such was their size and strength that these pens still
survive today, a testament to their engineering. (Part 2 of 6) (From the US)
(Documentary) G CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Jungle Atlantis: Angkor Wat's Hidden Megacity - Death Of Angkor Wat's Megacity Buried in the Cambodian jungle lie the lost remains of the great medieval city of Angkor once the capital of one of the world's greatest civilisations. Today, only the great stone
temples like Angkor Wat survive. But Angkor was once a teeming metropolis, full of life the biggest city on Earth. Now, a team of archaeologists are using a revolutionary
technology called lidar to reveal the true scale and splendour of this abandoned
megacity. Deep in the jungle, they have discovered a sophisticated network of roads and
canals - the forgotten world of Angkor's greatest ever king. Their groundbreaking new
work explains why the world's greatest medieval metropolis was abandoned to the jungle.
(Part 2 of 2) (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **Final**

8:30 pm

Erebus: Air Crash Antarctica - On 28 November 1979, an Air New Zealand jet with 257
passengers went missing during a sightseeing tour over Antarctica. Eleven police officers
were called to duty to face the formidable Mount Erebus. As they recovered the victims,
an investigation team tried to uncover the mystery of how a jet could fly into a mountain in
broad daylight. Did the airline have a secret it wanted to bury? This documentary tells the
story of four officers who went to Antarctica as part of the recovery police operation. For
the first time an Air New Zealand senior staff member provides the inside story of the
airline that was accused of one of the largest corporate cover-ups in New Zealand’s
history. Set in the beautiful yet hostile environment of Antarctica, this is an emotional and
compelling true story. (From New Zealand) (Documentary) M(A,L) CC **Premiere**
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Sunday February 15th, 2015
9:50 pm

Mad Men - The Other Woman - Peter asks Joan to make an unspeakable sacrifice to
help secure the Jaguar account, Peggy prepares to make a drastic move in response to
Don's treatment, and Megan's acting career begins to create tension with her and Don.
(S.5,Ep.11) (From the US) (Drama Series) PG(S) CC **New Episode**

10:45 pm

Movie: The Admiral - A sweeping historical epic, The Admiral tells the story of Alexander
Kolchak, who briefly became the supreme ruler of Russia during the Russian Civil War.
Married to Sofia, Kolchak nevertheless falls in love with Anna, the wife of a friend and
fellow officer. Although Kolchak and Anna initially try to resist their passion and are
separated in the chaos of the Revolution, they eventually unite in Siberia, where Kolchak
is fighting the Bolsheviks. Directed by Andrei Kravchuk and stars Konstantin Khabensky,
Elizaveta Boyarskaya and Sergei Bezrukov. (From Russia, in Russian and French)
(Drama) (2008) (Rpt) MAV (V)

12:55 am

Connect - Short Film (Drama)

1:05 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

1:45 am

Afghanistan: The Great Game - One of the most isolated and barren landscapes on the
planet, Afghanistan is a strange place for an empire or superpower to invade. But for
three of the greatest powers the world has seen, it became an unlikely target, an
enduring obsession and an unwinnable war. Rory Stewart, a former charity worker in
Kabul, tells the history of two centuries of foreign intervention in Afghanistan. He looks at
how this history has forged the Afghanistan of today, and asks what it is about this place
that has created this repeated aggression and tragedy. (From the UK) (Documentary)
(Part 1 of 2) (Rpt) PG CC

2:50 am

Secret History Of Our Streets - Camberwell Grove - Bordered by Brixton in one
direction and Peckham in another Camberwell is very much the inner city yet at its heart
lies the Grove; a broad, tree-lined street made up of some of the finest Georgian
architecture in London. This documentary reveals how the elegant houses of the Grove
were built in the late 18th and early 19th centuries as rural retreats for a newly termed
group, the middle classes. But the unprecedented expansion of London in the Victorian
era meant the city engulfed the Grove. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

3:50 am

Russia: A Journey With Jonathan Dimbleby - Motherland - As his journey across
Russia continues, Jonathan is led to consider why the celebration of military history has
become such an important part of Soviet culture. Following the course of the River Volga,
Jonathan encounters an abandoned prison for political dissidents of the socialist era, and
visits the city of Samara, where the May 9 Victory Day festivities double as annual army
conscription drives. His final stop is in the Ural Mountains, the boundary between Europe
and Asia. (From the UK, in English and Russian) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 5) (Rpt)
PG CC
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Monday February 16th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Idina Menzel Barefoot At The Symphony - Idina Menzel is the darling of Broadway and
star of the hit series Glee. She is not to be missed in this spectacular live performance
alongside the 52-piece Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony in Toronto's Koerner Hall, featuring
her unique renditions of show songs and chart-topping hits. (From Canada)
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG

2:45 pm

Feral - A wild boy is found in the woods by a solitary hunter and brought back to
civilization. Alienated by a strange new environment, the boy tries to adapt by using the
same strategies that kept him safe in the forest. (From the US) (Short Film) (Animation)
(2011) (Rpt) CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC
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Monday February 16th, 2015
3:30 pm

Monty Halls' Great Irish Escape - Monty Halls goes back to his marine biologist roots as
he studies whales and dolphins off the spectacular west coast of Ireland. This week his
mission is to track dolphins in the bay using sonar technology to record the whistles and
clicks they use to communicate with each other. He also visits Inishturk, one of Ireland's
most remote inhabited islands, to recruit the seven pupils of the island school as whale
and dolphin watchers. He also has a magical underwater encounter with seals and
throws his first party for the locals. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 6)
(Rpt) G CC

4:30 pm

Costa's Garden Odyssey - Costa is in Kinglake, an area that was devastated following
Victoria's 2009 bush fires. He visits the Kinglake National Park where some of the world's
tallest and oldest eucalypt trees are regenerating and he helps to install a community
garden for the Kinglake residents. After all the planning, design and construction of the
chicken coop and run in the Backyard Revolution, it's now time to select the new
inhabitants. (Commissioned by SBS in English) (Entertainment) (Part 8 of 13) (Rpt) G CC
WS

5:00 pm

Grand Tours Of Scotland - In Search of the Real Scotland - Presenter Paul Murton
explores the parts of Scotland that have charmed visitors for more than 200 years. In this
episode, Paul boards the Jacobite steam train to make one of the world's most famous
railways journeys. For centuries, outsiders had seldom visited the west coast, but the
power of steam changed everything. Paul's route starts in Fort William and continues
along the beautiful railway line to Mallaig and onwards to the fabled Isle of Skye. (From
the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 6) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Luke Nguyen's Vietnam - Tonight, Luke stops off in Dong Hoi and prepares a dish for a
family en route to Vinh. Arriving in Vinh, he explores the vibrant market lifestyle in this
small country town where locals, all too keen to lend a hand with his recipes of eel and
pork neck, crowd around him. He also visits a family living on a stilt house where he
prepares a pickled bamboo and tamarind soup for some keen kids ready to pass
judgement on their local dish. (Commissioned by SBS, in English and Vietnamese,
English subtitles) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC
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7:30 pm

Which Universe Are We In? - Cosmologists are daring to think the unthinkable. The
universe as we know it doesn't exist. We are just one miniscule part of a much bigger
picture - a multiverse of infinite proportions. Once considered the domain of extreme
scientists, new evidence from all areas of physics now suggests that the multiverse is a
real possibility. This visually stunning documentary travels through four very different
visions of the multiverse. Get ready to leave your pre-conceived notions of reality at the
door and open your minds to whole new worlds of possibility. (From the UK)
(Documentary) G CC **Premiere**

8:30 pm

Worst Place To Be A Pilot - Deep in the mountainous heartland of Papua, solo Captain
Matt Dearden finds the strip enveloped in mist making it incredibly tricky to pick a route
through the valley. On landing he has to deal with an argument on the runway between
local tribes people. Captain Danie Malan is put to the test as he tries to graduate to the
trickiest mountain strips in Indonesia. While Captain Robin Rudderham is also looking to
make the move up and experiences the threats that come with flying the busiest route in
Papua - the super highway. With planes flying dangerously close to one another and
often no radar to warn them of their position pilots here have to remain on red alert for the
threat of a mid-air collision. (Part 4 of 4) (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **Final**

9:30 pm

Uncle - Nephew - While Sam's away on a tree-hugging retreat, Andy and Errol are
offered the opportunity of a lifetime; to sign with Rage Records and infamous music
producer, Mo Kahn (Keyvan Novak). Little does Andy know Mo’s only interested in the kid
and Errol hasn’t worked out how to break the bad news. When a series of seemingly
innocuous events puts Errol in mortal danger and the whole custody case in dire
jeopardy, can irresponsible screw-up Andy finally make it right? (From the UK) (Comedy
Series) M(D,A,L) CC **Final**

10:05 pm

Man Down - Brian finds himself nominated for a Small Business Award and Dan must
quickly find a tuxedo and a date to impress his ex. Will Dan's dad or his mate Jo help him
in his hour of need? (From the UK) (Comedy Series) M(L) CC **Final**

10:35 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:05 pm

Real Humans - Therese wants to move to the more liberal Holland, but first she wants to
try to convince Kevin to come along, so she visits him at the Real Humans Youth Camp.
Tobias, Betty and Matilda decide to program David’s code into Lennart, with no idea of
the consequences. Douglas and Florentine are placed on a three-year waiting list for
adoption, but Florentine has no desire to wait - she wants a child now. (S.2, Ep.6)(From
Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(D,V,L)
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12:10 am

Movie: Crazy Racer - Follows the misadventures of Geng Hao, a former champion
cyclist who is barred from competition for unknowingly failing a drug test. Now a bicycle
courier, he must think on his feet when he stumbles into an elaborate plot involving drug
traffickers, ruthless businessmen, a Thai kickboxer and far too many mistaken identities.
Winner of the 2009 Golden Horse Award for Best Visual Effects. Directed by Ning Hao
and stars Huang Bo, Jiu Kong and Rong Xiang. (From China, in Mandarin) (Comedy)
(2009) (Rpt) M (V,L)

2:05 am

The Silent Epidemic - What do 200,000 Australians a month have in common? They are
all engaging in self-harm. Whether it's cutting, scratching, burning or breaking bones, this
need to deliberately hurt the body peaks in teenagers and early adults, yet little is known
about the reasons why. This program seeks to understand the mindset of those who selfharm, and explores a radical treatment through a world-first experiment. As the film
reveals, those who self-harm do it to manage overwhelming emotions, or to feel alive.
(Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) M (A) CC WS

3:05 am

One Born Every Minute - Lithuanian mother-to-be Olga goes into labour, but refuses to
allow her husband Victor into the delivery room, selecting her mother Galina to
accompany her instead. However, without an interpreter on hand, the pair have difficulty
communicating with the midwives. Vicki Thompson also prepares to give birth, and
discusses how she and her partner Ben have used tattoos to mark life-changing events
since they met. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (A,L) CC

4:00 am

One Born Every Minute - Three couples in different circumstances prepare to give birth.
Ghost-hunter Vicki is supported by her partner Janet as she prepares to give birth to their
first child, conceived using the mother's eggs and donor sperm. Ines and Paul are
separated in age by 30 years but find their shared religious beliefs tie them together,
while 20-year-old Sheree and 19-year-old Danny try to adapt to the changes their baby
will bring. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (A,L) CC
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Tuesday February 17th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Literary Landscapes - Thomas Hardy - There has always been a connection between
the great writers of English Literature and the countryside, with the best-loved classic
works of the past still providing us with the most evocative images of English Country Life
to this very day. This episode we step back in time and enter the landscape of the
legendary author Thomas Hardy, to follow in his footsteps and discover the places, the
events and the people who inspired him. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC
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3:30 pm

Brave New World With Stephen Hawking - Health - A team of experts examine how
scientists are battling the world's big killer diseases. Anatomist Joy Reidenberg discovers
two possible solutions to the killer disease malaria, while Aarathi Prasad looks at a
revolutionary new cancer treatment. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 5)
(Rpt) PG (A) CC

4:30 pm

Wildest India - Himalayas: Surviving the Summits - From the snow-capped Himalayas
and mighty Ganges to the lost world of the north-east, this series celebrates India’s
spectacular landscapes and wildlife. This episode features the epic Himalayan
Mountains, which form a border between the Indian subcontinent and the rest of Asia.
(From the Netherlands, in English) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 5) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Luke Nguyen's Vietnam - Tonight, Luke heads to the mysterious and serene Ninh Binh.
Snail catching and duck calling are all on the agenda in this beautiful country town. Luke
explores the dancing caves, a popular tourist spot for locals and overseas visitors alike.
There he cooks his local guide's favourite meal, pork neck and pineapple, and climbs
1000 steps to prepare some goat meat atop the tallest and breathtaking mountain in Tam
Coc. (Commissioned by SBS, in English and Vietnamese, English subtitles) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Who Do You Think You Are? - Minnie Driver - Hollywood actress Minnie Driver goes
on a mission to find out more about her late father, Ronnie, and his family's background.
Minnie's parents were not married, and Minnie only discovered when she was older that
her father had a wife and another family for the entire time Minnie's parents were
together. She knows that her father was awarded a medal for his role in the battle of
Heligoland Bight during World War II but is shocked to discover that he apparently threw
it away. When Minnie sets out to investigate why her father would relinquish such an
honour, the trail leads her to relatives she never knew existed, and she discovers a
kindred spirit in the family. (S.10,Ep.3) (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **New
Episode**

8:30 pm

Insight – Ouch - Australia's leading forum for debate and powerful first person stories,
Insight, returns with its first new episode of 2015, titled ‘Ouch!’ Can you imagine what it
would be like to never feel pain? Insight introduces you to a man who hasn’t. He’s joined
in the forum by some of Australia’s top sportspeople who play with and beat pain. They’ll
share some of their secrets for getting on top of niggling injuries and pain specialists will
tell you how you can do it. Hosted by Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) (News and
Current Affairs) CC**Series Return**
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9:30 pm

Dateline – Dateline returns in 2015 with a fresh half-hour format. The award-winning
documentary program allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the
shocking, inspiring and surprise in every global story. Dateline challenges what you think
you already know about the world. (An SBS Production) (News and Current Affairs)
CC**Series Return**

10:00 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

10:30 pm

Mammon - The Victim - In this gripping new Norwegian thriller series, Peter Veras is an
uncompromising journalist working for Norway's most respected newspaper. While
pursuing the story of a scandal in the financial world, he gets hold of crushing evidence
against his own brother from an anonymous source. He makes the biggest mistake in his
life when he has the story published. Peter cannot prevent his brother from committing
suicide, shattering the lives of Peter's sister-in-law Eva and 16-year-old nephew Andreas.
In a feverish attempt to track down the anonymous source, Peter is finally successful, but
the discovery is devastating: the source was his own brother. (From Norway, in
Norwegian) (Drama Series) M(A,V,L) **New Series Premiere**

11:35 pm

Rectify - Mazeltov - Daniel mourns the death of someone from his past, but his
appearance at the funeral fuels the fire against him. Tawney asks Ted, Jr. to keep a
secret. When Amantha invites Jon Stern to a popular Paulie attraction, revelations ensue.
As Janet’s birthday approaches, Daniel and Jared try to tidy up the kitchen before the
family party - until Daniel is called away on a mysterious errand. Despite Janet’s
protests, her family makes a fuss over her on her special day - and presents her with
several surprising gifts. (S.2,Ep.6) (Drama Series) M(A) CC **Encore**

12:30 am

Movie: Empire Of Silver - In 1899, Lord Kang must decide which of his three sons will
take over his family's Chinese banking empire. When circumstances dictate that he
appoint his unreliable youngest son, family bonds are pushed to the limit as father and
son clash in a climate of political turmoil. Winner of the Special Jury Award at the 2009
Shanghai International Film Festival. Directed by Christina Yao and stars Aaron Kwok,
Zhang Tielin and Hao Lei. (From China, in Mandarin) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) MAV (V)

2:30 am

Lilyhammer - Reality Check - After Frank ‘The Fixer' Tagliano testifies against his mafia
boss in New York, he is forced to enter the witness protection program. Frank is given a
new identity and relocated to Lillehammer, a town he fell in love with whilst watching the
‘94 Winter Olympic Games. Yet he soon finds out that clean air and fresh white snow isn’t
everything it’s cracked up to be; trying to fit into the Norwegian way of life is driving him
crazy! Stars Steven Van Zandt (The Sopranos), Marian Saastad Ottesen and Sven
Nordin. (From Norway, in English and Norwegian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V,N,L) CC

3:20 am

Waterbaby - The story of a reckless, grungy wannabe rock-star Marty, who has a
moment of purification when he bonds with his baby son in the swimming pool. (Short
Film) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(D)
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EASTERN STATES SCHEDULE (NSW, ACT, TAV & TAS)
Wednesday February 18th, 2015
3:30 am

Movie: Shameless - When Oskar, a self-centred television weatherman, cheats on his
wife Zuzana with their voluptuous au pair, she kicks him to the curb and enlists her
eccentric former in-laws in the search for a new boyfriend. Nominated for Best Supporting
Actress at the 2009 Czech Lions (Emília Vásáryová). Directed by Jan Hrebejk and stars
Simona Babcáková, Petr Ctvrtnícek and Nina Divísková. (From the Czech Republic, in
Czech) (Romantic Comedy) (2008) (Rpt) M (A,S,N,L)

5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7A: Paris Saint-Germain V Chelsea
- Live coverage as Paris Saint-Germain take on Chelsea at Parc des Princes, Paris in the
UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Football) CC **Live**

9:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Wednesday February 18th, 2015
3:30 am

Movie: Shameless - When Oskar, a self-centred television weatherman, cheats on his
wife Zuzana with their voluptuous au pair, she kicks him to the curb and enlists her
eccentric former in-laws in the search for a new boyfriend. Nominated for Best Supporting
Actress at the 2009 Czech Lions (Emília Vásáryová). Directed by Jan Hrebejk and stars
Simona Babcáková, Petr Ctvrtnícek and Nina Divísková. (From the Czech Republic, in
Czech) (Romantic Comedy) (2008) (Rpt) M (A,S,N,L)

5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:00 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7A: Paris Saint-Germain V Chelsea
- Live coverage as Paris Saint-Germain take on Chelsea at Parc des Princes, Paris in the
UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Football) CC **Live**

8:30 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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QUEENSLAND
Wednesday February 18th, 2015
3:30 am

Movie: Shameless - When Oskar, a self-centred television weatherman, cheats on his
wife Zuzana with their voluptuous au pair, she kicks him to the curb and enlists her
eccentric former in-laws in the search for a new boyfriend. Nominated for Best Supporting
Actress at the 2009 Czech Lions (Emília Vásáryová). Directed by Jan Hrebejk and stars
Simona Babcáková, Petr Ctvrtnícek and Nina Divísková. (From the Czech Republic, in
Czech) (Romantic Comedy) (2008) (Rpt) M (A,S,N,L)

5:30 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7A: Paris Saint-Germain V Chelsea
- Live coverage as Paris Saint-Germain take on Chelsea at Parc des Princes, Paris in the
UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Football) CC **Live**

8:00 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

NORTHERN TERRITORY
Wednesday February 18th, 2015
3:30 am

Movie: Shameless - When Oskar, a self-centred television weatherman, cheats on his
wife Zuzana with their voluptuous au pair, she kicks him to the curb and enlists her
eccentric former in-laws in the search for a new boyfriend. Nominated for Best Supporting
Actress at the 2009 Czech Lions (Emília Vásáryová). Directed by Jan Hrebejk and stars
Simona Babcáková, Petr Ctvrtnícek and Nina Divísková. (From the Czech Republic, in
Czech) (Romantic Comedy) (2008) (Rpt) M (A,S,N,L)

5:00 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7A: Paris Saint-Germain V Chelsea
- Live coverage as Paris Saint-Germain take on Chelsea at Parc des Princes, Paris in the
UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Football) CC **Live**

8:00 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Wednesday February 18th, 2015
3:30 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7A: Paris Saint-Germain V Chelsea
- Live coverage as Paris Saint-Germain take on Chelsea at Parc des Princes, Paris in the
UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Football) CC **Live**

6:00 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Wednesday February 18th, 2015
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Dateline – SBS’s flagship current affairs program returns for 2015. (An SBS Production)
(News and Current Affairs) CC **Series Return**

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

Insight - Australia’s number one forum for debate and first-person stories on topical
issues returns for 2015. Hosted by Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) (News and
Current Affairs) CC **Encore**

4:30 pm

Wildest Africa - Madagascar: Islands of Monsters - This series showcases some of
Africa's most spectacular locations. Madagascar is the world's fourth largest island and is
separated from Africa by hundreds of kilometres of sea and 165 million years of evolution
- long enough for Madagascar's plants and animals to evolve into some of the most
unusual species on the planet. (From the Netherlands, in English) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Luke Nguyen's Vietnam - Luke reaches the bustling city of Hanoi where he gives a howto guide on the vibrant street food scene. Visiting Ms Hong, he helps prepare a Hanoi
favourite, Bun Cha. Later, he stops off for some yogurt coffee and partakes in an old
snake meal ritual with interesting results. Hanoi at night comes alive as Luke prepares a
local favourite, Cha Ca, grilled fish with aromatic herbs, on a street completely dedicated
to that particular dish. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Wednesday February 18th, 2015
6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Walking Through History - Bronte Country - Sir Tony Robinson embarks on
spectacular walks through some of Britain’s most historic landscapes in search of the
richest stories from Britain’s past. In each programme, Tony follows a bespoke route that
allows him to explore on foot both the history of a particularly colourful historical period or
event, and the spectacular landscape in which those events unfolded. In the first
episode, Tony’s walk tells the life story of the remarkable Bronte family and explores how
the moors inspired their most famous novels. (Part 1 of 6) (From the UK) (Documentary)
G CC **New Season**

8:30 pm

Air Crash Detectives - The Turweston Crash: Death In The Moonlight - In the early
hours of 8th July 1944, a normally quiet part of rural Northamptonshire was a hive of
activity as the 17 twinned engine Wellington bombers rumbled down the runway of their
Turweston airfield home. The Wellington of Pilot Officer Searles and his six strong crew
took to the air, but as they climbed into the inky darkness a fireball erupted. Searle’s
Wellington had collided with another, and the two bombers crashed to the ground in
flames. Both crews were killed instantly. Thirteen young men died before their war had
even begun. Garth Barnard strives to find out what caused the mid-air collision by
reviewing eye-witness accounts, official reports, computer simulations and his own
theories. (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **New Episode**

9:30 pm

Rectify - Weird As You - Daniel continues to search for answers about the past, a quest
that takes him to an unlikely source and an even more unlikely destination. Meanwhile,
Jon Stern has an enlightening conversation with D.A. Sondra Person. Amantha bonds
with a co-worker at Thrifty Town and visits Paulie Tire and Rim, much to Ted, Jr.’s
surprise. Senator Roland Foulkes forces Sheriff Daggett to help him with an unpleasant
task. (S.2,Ep.7) (From the US) M(D,A) CC **New Episode**

10:25 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

Sons Of Liberty - A Dangerous Game (Part 2 of 2) - Sam engineers a protest of loyalist
businesses, but when a young boy is murdered by a British supporter, the conflict goes
from a dispute about money and tax to a fight for freedom. (Ep 2 of 6) (From the US)
(Drama Series) MA CC **Encore**

11:50 pm

Lilyhammer - Re-located ex-mobster Frank Tagliani is finding his bearings in the snowy
small town environment of Lillehammer, and is trying to get his nightclub up and running
by recruiting suitable personnel with the help of his right-hand man Torgeir. When they
are offered a large amount of contraband liquor, they soon find themselves up against a
gang of smugglers who are keen to get their goods back. Stars Steven Van Zandt,
Marian Saastad Ottesen and Sven Nordin. (S.1,Ep.2) (From Norway, in English and
Norwegian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (V,L) CC
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12:45 am

Lilyhammer - Guantanamo Blues - Whilst collecting a debt owed at his club, Frank
learns about a construction project of luxury condominiums in a local resort. Eager for a
piece of the action, he offers to strong-arm an environmental objector to 'persuade' him to
co-operate. Meanwhile, a routine inspection reveals that Frank is not properly licensed to
drive in Norway, but rather than undertake the two-month instruction he decides to take a
short cut. Stars Steven Van Zandt, Marian Saastad Ottesen and Sven Nordin. (S.1,Ep.3)
(From Norway, in English and Norwegian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (L) CC

1:35 am

Lilyhammer - The Midwife - Frank rather reluctantly agrees to accompany Sigrid when
she attends her first antenatal examination at the hospital. However, his short fuse
explodes when he discovers that the assigned midwife is a man. Meanwhile, Geir is
suspended from duty for his over-zealous tackling of a potential terrorist threat and his
sympathetic boss treats him to an overseas trip to Memphis. Stars Steven Van Zandt,
Marian Saastad Ottesen and Sven Nordin. (S.1,Ep.4) (From Norway, in English and
Norwegian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (S,L) CC

2:30 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) G CC

3:15 am

Saturday Girls - Eva wakes up alone in an unfamiliar apartment. Her fiancé from the
night before has disappeared. However Léon, her younger brother, is definitely there and
she has no other choice than to spend the day with him. (From France, in French) (Short
Film) (Drama) (Rpt) PG
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EASTERN STATES SCHEDULE (NSW, ACT, TAV & TAS)
Thursday February 19th, 2015
3:30 am

Movie: Vento Di Terra - Vincenzo is an 18-year-old from a struggling working class
family that lives in a sprawling block of flats in a poor suburb of Naples. When Vincenzo's
father dies and his sister leaves Naples to work with an uncle, Vincenzo gets involved
with a robbery. Winner of the Fipresci Prize in at the 2004 Venice Film Festival. Directed
by Vincenzo Marra and stars Vincenzo Pacilli, Francesco Giuffrida and Giovanna Ribera.
(From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (2004) (Rpt) PG

5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7A: Schalke V Real Madrid City Live coverage of Schalke taking on Real Madrid City at Stadion Gelsenkirchen, Germany,
in the UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Live) (Football) CC **Live**

9:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Thursday February 19th, 2015
3:30 am

Movie: Vento Di Terra - Vincenzo is an 18-year-old from a struggling working class
family that lives in a sprawling block of flats in a poor suburb of Naples. When Vincenzo's
father dies and his sister leaves Naples to work with an uncle, Vincenzo gets involved
with a robbery. Winner of the Fipresci Prize in at the 2004 Venice Film Festival. Directed
by Vincenzo Marra and stars Vincenzo Pacilli, Francesco Giuffrida and Giovanna Ribera.
(From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (2004) (Rpt) PG

5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:00 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7A: Schalke V Real Madrid City Live coverage of Schalke taking on Real Madrid City at Stadion Gelsenkirchen, Germany,
in the UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Live) (Football) CC **Live**

8:30 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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QUEENSLAND
Thursday February 19th, 2015
33:30 am

Movie: Vento Di Terra - Vincenzo is an 18-year-old from a struggling working class
family that lives in a sprawling block of flats in a poor suburb of Naples. When Vincenzo's
father dies and his sister leaves Naples to work with an uncle, Vincenzo gets involved
with a robbery. Winner of the Fipresci Prize in at the 2004 Venice Film Festival. Directed
by Vincenzo Marra and stars Vincenzo Pacilli, Francesco Giuffrida and Giovanna Ribera.
(From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (2004) (Rpt) PG

5:30 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7A: Schalke V Real Madrid City Live coverage of Schalke taking on Real Madrid City at Stadion Gelsenkirchen, Germany,
in the UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Live) (Football) CC **Live**

8:00 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

NORTHERN TERRITORY
Thursday February 19th, 2015
3:30 am

Movie: Vento Di Terra - Vincenzo is an 18-year-old from a struggling working class
family that lives in a sprawling block of flats in a poor suburb of Naples. When Vincenzo's
father dies and his sister leaves Naples to work with an uncle, Vincenzo gets involved
with a robbery. Winner of the Fipresci Prize in at the 2004 Venice Film Festival. Directed
by Vincenzo Marra and stars Vincenzo Pacilli, Francesco Giuffrida and Giovanna Ribera.
(From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (2004) (Rpt) PG

5:00 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7A: Schalke V Real Madrid City Live coverage of Schalke taking on Real Madrid City at Stadion Gelsenkirchen, Germany,
in the UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Live) (Football) CC **Live**

8:00 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Thursday February 19th, 2015
3:30 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7A: Schalke V Real Madrid City Live coverage of Schalke taking on Real Madrid City at Stadion Gelsenkirchen, Germany,
in the UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Live) (Football) CC **Live**

6:00 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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ALL MARKETS REJOIN
9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

German Wanderlust - Ruegen - Julia Bradbury takes her boots and backpack to the
Continent to explore the landscape of Germany and the cultural movement that made it
famous - Romanticism. Like generations of holidaymakers before her, Julia journeys to
the island of Ruegen where she explores the popular seaside resorts and beaches, as
well as the stunning chalk cliffs that Caspar David Friedrich, loved to paint. But in
between lies the eerie and unexpected remains of Hitler's ambitious attempt to create a
vast Nazi holiday camp. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 4) (Rpt) PG CC

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

Jerusalem: The Making Of A Holy City - Judgement Day - Author and historian Simon
Sebag Montefiore presents a fascinating series on the city of Jerusalem. In the final
episode, Simon explores how this unique city rose from a crumbling ruin after the
Crusades to be rebuilt as a world centre of Islamic pilgrimage. He also explains how
Jerusalem became the object of rivalry between the Christian nations of Europe, the
focus of the longing of Jews from all over the world and, ultimately, the site of one of the
world's most intractable conflicts. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) PG
CC

4:30 pm

Rebuilding the Past - St Fagans - Presented by Dan Cruickshank and Charlie Luxton,
this series brings back to life some of Britain's most historic buildings which no longer
exist. A mysterious medieval building on the quayside at Haverfordwest was dismantled
30 years ago by a team of young apprentices. Charlie helps those same men reconstruct
the seemingly fortified vaulted house at the Welsh National History Museum. (From the
UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC
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5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Luke Nguyen's Vietnam - Continuing his journey in the bustling city of Hanoi, Luke is up
bright and early to cook one of Vietnam's most famous dishes, Pho Bo. After perfecting
this well-known broth, he ventures to the outskirts of this amazing city to learn how rice
paper is made, which he immediately applies to his spring roll recipe. In the greater parts
of Hanoi, pork terrine and green rice is also on the menu as Luke marvels at the old
techniques used and new technologies on offer. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series)
(Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Gourmet Farmer Afloat - Ready, Willing And Abel - Gourmet Farmer’s much loved
land lubbers Matthew Evans, Nick Haddow and Ross O’Meara take to the sea to discover
Australia’s fascinating history and amazing bounty while having the time of their lives.
With their gumboots stuck firmly in the fertile soils of the Apple Isle, everything so far has
been smooth sailing. Off land, things take on a different tack. When these three farmers
with no sailing experience embark on a circumnavigation of the rugged coast of
Tasmania their sailing skills and mateship will be challenged on this adventure of a
lifetime. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) G CC **New Series Premiere**

8:30 pm

Heston's Fantastical Food - Giant Sweet Factory - This episode is all about the
sweets, as Heston celebrates the sugary stuff in a big way. He attempts to create the
greatest pleasure of childhood, by making his own Willy Wonka-inspired giant sweet
shop. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

9:30 pm

Sons Of Liberty – The British Crown responds to the colonists’ destruction of 600,000
pounds of tea by sending ruthless General Gage to Boston to snuff out the rebellion. The
general’s tumultuous relationship with his wife, Margaret, leaves her vulnerable to
sympathizing with the colonists and engages in an affair with one of them. To combat the
growing threat of the British, Sam Adams, John Hancock, and John Adams meet with
representatives at the First Continental Congress in Philadelphia. However, when they
are unable to procure any assistance, they heed the advice of George Washington and
train their own army. (Ep.3) (From the US) (Drama Series) MA CC **New Episode**

10:25 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

UEFA Champions League Highlights – Highlights from Matchday 7A at the UEFA
Champions League. (Football) CC
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12:00 am

Blackout - A 'what-if' drama documentary exploring the effects of a devastating cyberattack on Britain's national electricity grid. Based on expert advice and meticulous
research, Blackout combines real user-generated footage, alongside fictional scenes,
CCTV archive and news reports to build a terrifyingly realistic account of Britain being
plunged into darkness. This documentary plots the days following a nationwide power
cut, as experienced by a cast of ordinary characters struggling to feed and protect
themselves and their families. These eyewitness accounts reveal the disastrous impact of
a prolonged blackout on hospitals, law and order, transport, and our food and water
supplies. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,V,L) CC

1:20 am

Lilyhammer - My Kind of Town - When delivering booze to parolee Thomas Aune,
Frank is given the idea of investing in art as a means of laundering money and instructs
Torgier to buy art of 'the kind that you can sell for more than it costs to buy'. (S.1,Ep.5)
(From Norway, in English and Norwegian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (S,V,L) CC

2:15 am

Lilyhammer - Pack Your Lederhosen - Frank is settling in well in his fancy new
penthouse apartment in Lillehammer, until it is brought to his attention that he has to fulfil
certain communal obligations. Meanwhile, a couple of his New York associates have
trailed him to Norway and are keen to settle a few scores. (S.1,Ep.6) (From Norway, in
English and Norwegian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (N,V,L) CC

3:10 am

Lilyhammer - The Babysitter - Frankie realises that Arne's attackers were after him and
enlists the bikers to track them down. Meanwhile, he babysits Jonas while Sigrid is away.
Elsewhere, Laila finds proof that connects the two Americans to Geir's death. (S.1,Ep.7)
(From Norway, in English & Norwegian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(S,N,L) CC

4:05 am

Lilyhammer - Trolls - Frankie brings Torgeir along in the search for Jonas and becomes
increasingly aware of how his identity is in danger. Meanwhile, Jan's double life is
exposed when his photos come out. (S.1,Ep.8) (From Norway, in English & Norwegian)
(Drama Series) (Rpt) M(S,N,V) CC
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Friday February 20th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

NITV News Week In Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of
contemporary life within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening
and redefining the news and current affairs landscape. (News)

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

Rex In Rome - The Almost Perfect Crime - When a man is found dead in his private
sauna, Inspector Rivera and Rex investigate the suspicious circumstances in which the
sauna door was jammed shut, causing the man to suffer a heat-induced heart attack.
Soon Rivera finds that the man’s mistress, his brother and his girlfriend all had a motive
to kill him. Stars Ettore Bassi. (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) PG
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EASTERN STATES LIVE (NSW, ACT, VIC & TAS) + NT DELAY
Friday February 20th, 2015
4:25 pm

Coast - The Netherlands - This week the team ventures out to new territory, the
astonishing man-made shoreline of the Netherlands. Nick explores how ingenious Dutch
engineers created massive coastal defences like no others following a major flood in
1953. Newcomer Tessa is on the trail of the extraordinary trade in tulip bulbs that's said to
have nearly bankrupted the Dutch nation nearly 400 years ago. Meanwhile, Mark reveals
the skills that have made the Dutch the grand masters at creating new living space from
the sea. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

How To Cook Like Heston - Eggs - Heston Blumenthal reveals the secret to a great
boiled egg, the perfect poached egg and his signature scotch egg. He also challenges his
local Holyport Women's Institute to scramble eggs, and gives a masterclass in how to
achieve a perfect lemon-custard tart every time without fail. Finally, with a bit of Heston
magic, the Women's Institute are invited to sample his famous bacon and egg ice cream
made with dry ice. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC **Live to all except NT & WA**

7:30 pm

Hyundai A-League: Live Round 18: Brisbane Roar V Melbourne Victory - The
Hyundai A-League, Australia’s premier football competition, continues on SBS ONE in
2015, with live coverage as Brisbane Roar take on Melbourne Victory at Suncorp
Stadium, Queensland, in Round 18. SBS’s live Friday night match coverage will be
hosted by David Zdrilic, with live match commentary by David Basheer and Lucy Zelic
pitch side with onsite interviews and match reports. (An SBS Production) (Football) CC
**Live**

10:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

Movie: Portrait Of A Beauty - An extravagant 18th century period piece from renowned
director Jeon Yun-su. After her brother commits suicide, a brilliant female painter must
disguise herself as a man in order to maintain her family's position in the Korean royal
court. Stars Kim Min-sun, Kim Young-ho and Kim Nam-gil. (From South Korea, in
Korean) (Romance) (2008) (Rpt) MA (S)
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Friday February 20th, 2015
4:25 pm

Coast - The Netherlands - This week the team ventures out to new territory, the
astonishing man-made shoreline of the Netherlands. Nick explores how ingenious Dutch
engineers created massive coastal defences like no others following a major flood in
1953. Newcomer Tessa is on the trail of the extraordinary trade in tulip bulbs that's said to
have nearly bankrupted the Dutch nation nearly 400 years ago. Meanwhile, Mark reveals
the skills that have made the Dutch the grand masters at creating new living space from
the sea. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC **Live to all except NT & WA**

7:00 pm

Hyundai A-League: Live Round 18: Brisbane Roar V Melbourne Victory - The
Hyundai A-League, Australia’s premier football competition, continues on SBS ONE in
2015, with live coverage as Brisbane Roar take on Melbourne Victory at Suncorp
Stadium, Queensland, in Round 18. SBS’s live Friday night match coverage will be
hosted by David Zdrilic, with live match commentary by David Basheer and Lucy Zelic
pitch side with onsite interviews and match reports. (An SBS Production) (Football) CC
**Live**

10:00 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

10:30 pm

Movie: Portrait Of A Beauty - An extravagant 18th century period piece from renowned
director Jeon Yun-su. After her brother commits suicide, a brilliant female painter must
disguise herself as a man in order to maintain her family's position in the Korean royal
court. Stars Kim Min-sun, Kim Young-ho and Kim Nam-gil. (From South Korea, in
Korean) (Romance) (2008) (Rpt) MA (S)

12:30 am

How To Cook Like Heston - Eggs - Heston Blumenthal reveals the secret to a great
boiled egg, the perfect poached egg and his signature scotch egg. He also challenges his
local Holyport Women's Institute to scramble eggs, and gives a masterclass in how to
achieve a perfect lemon-custard tart every time without fail. Finally, with a bit of Heston
magic, the Women's Institute are invited to sample his famous bacon and egg ice cream
made with dry ice. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) G CC
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QUEENSLAND
Friday February 20th, 2015
4:25 pm

Coast - The Netherlands - This week the team ventures out to new territory, the
astonishing man-made shoreline of the Netherlands. Nick explores how ingenious Dutch
engineers created massive coastal defences like no others following a major flood in
1953. Newcomer Tessa is on the trail of the extraordinary trade in tulip bulbs that's said to
have nearly bankrupted the Dutch nation nearly 400 years ago. Meanwhile, Mark reveals
the skills that have made the Dutch the grand masters at creating new living space from
the sea. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC **Live to all except NT & WA**

6:30 pm

Hyundai A-League: Live Round 18: Brisbane Roar V Melbourne Victory - The
Hyundai A-League, Australia’s premier football competition, continues on SBS ONE in
2015, with live coverage as Brisbane Roar take on Melbourne Victory at Suncorp
Stadium, Queensland, in Round 18. SBS’s live Friday night match coverage will be
hosted by David Zdrilic, with live match commentary by David Basheer and Lucy Zelic
pitch side with onsite interviews and match reports. (An SBS Production) (Football) CC
**Live**

9:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

10:00 pm

Movie: Portrait Of A Beauty - An extravagant 18th century period piece from renowned
director Jeon Yun-su. After her brother commits suicide, a brilliant female painter must
disguise herself as a man in order to maintain her family's position in the Korean royal
court. Stars Kim Min-sun, Kim Young-ho and Kim Nam-gil. (From South Korea, in
Korean) (Romance) (2008) (Rpt) MA (S)

12:00 am

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

12:30 am

How To Cook Like Heston - Eggs - Heston Blumenthal reveals the secret to a great
boiled egg, the perfect poached egg and his signature scotch egg. He also challenges his
local Holyport Women's Institute to scramble eggs, and gives a masterclass in how to
achieve a perfect lemon-custard tart every time without fail. Finally, with a bit of Heston
magic, the Women's Institute are invited to sample his famous bacon and egg ice cream
made with dry ice. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) G CC
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Friday February 20th, 2015
4:30 pm

Hyundai A-League: Live Round 18: Brisbane Roar V Melbourne Victory - The
Hyundai A-League, Australia’s premier football competition, continues on SBS ONE in
2015, with live coverage as Brisbane Roar take on Melbourne Victory at Suncorp
Stadium, Queensland, in Round 18. SBS’s live Friday night match coverage will be
hosted by David Zdrilic, with live match commentary by David Basheer and Lucy Zelic
pitch side with onsite interviews and match reports. (An SBS Production) (Football) CC
**Live**

7:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC **Live to all except NT & WA**

8:30 pm

How To Cook Like Heston - Eggs - Heston Blumenthal reveals the secret to a great
boiled egg, the perfect poached egg and his signature scotch egg. He also challenges his
local Holyport Women's Institute to scramble eggs, and gives a masterclass in how to
achieve a perfect lemon-custard tart every time without fail. Finally, with a bit of Heston
magic, the Women's Institute are invited to sample his famous bacon and egg ice cream
made with dry ice. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) G CC

9:00 pm

Movie: Portrait Of A Beauty - An extravagant 18th century period piece from renowned
director Jeon Yun-su. After her brother commits suicide, a brilliant female painter must
disguise herself as a man in order to maintain her family's position in the Korean royal
court. Stars Kim Min-sun, Kim Young-ho and Kim Nam-gil. (From South Korea, in
Korean) (Romance) (2008) (Rpt) MA (S)

11:00 pm

The Jeselnik Offensive – This series brings Anthony Jeselnik and his signature dark
and twisted point-of-view to this weekly, topical series. (From US) (Entertainment Series)
CC

11:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

12:00 am

Coast - The Netherlands - This week the team ventures out to new territory, the
astonishing man-made shoreline of the Netherlands. Nick explores how ingenious Dutch
engineers created massive coastal defences like no others following a major flood in
1953. Newcomer Tessa is on the trail of the extraordinary trade in tulip bulbs that's said to
have nearly bankrupted the Dutch nation nearly 400 years ago. Meanwhile, Mark reveals
the skills that have made the Dutch the grand masters at creating new living space from
the sea. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC
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Friday February 20th, 2015
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
1:00 am

Movie: The Matrimony - In this luxuriant, supernatural thriller set against the rich
backdrop of 1930s Shanghai, Junchu, a talented young cinematographer, is forced to
marry the hapless Sansan after his true love, Manli, is killed in a freak accident. When
Sansan discovers a mysterious locked door in their attic, Junchu forbids her to enter. But
her curiosity soon gets the better of her and upon discovering the contents of the room,
Sansan is compelled to make a pact she will never forget. Winner of two Golden Horse
Awards. Directed by Hua-Tao Teng and stars Leon Lai, Rene Liu and Bingbing Fan.
(From China, in Mandarin) (Movie) (Horror) (2007) (Rpt) M(H,V) CC

2:35 am

Bhagdad Messi - Iraq, 2009. Little Hamoudi, aged 10, is totally obsessed with football.
Just as the rest of the world, he and his friends are eagerly looking forward to the
Champions League finale FC-Barcelona V Manchester United. The long awaited clash
between Messi and Ronaldo. But then Hamoudi's television breaks down... (From
Belgium, Iraq & the UAE, in Arabic) (Short Film) (Drama) (2012) (Rpt) M(V)

3:00 am

One Born Every Minute USA - The Heart to Survive - A look at the drama and emotion
of life in the maternity unit at the Riverside Methodist Hospital in Columbus, Ohio, one of
the busiest facilities in the United States. In this episode, a man who is prone to fainting
does his best to stay conscious while his partner receives injections. Meanwhile, a new
mother faces an agonising wait when her baby is taken away for treatment straight after
the birth. (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

3:55 am

A South American Journey With Jonathan Dimbleby - Brazil - Jonathan Dimbleby
embarks on a 6000-mile journey through Brazil, the continent's largest country and home
to 190 million people. Nowhere is evidence of the economic boom in South America more
apparent, but Jonathan finds the road to riches is paved with dilemmas for both Brazil
and the wider world. In the Amazon, architects and cattle ranchers are grappling with
environmental tension. While in Rio, Jonathan joins the commander of a new police force
as they seek to pacify the slums ruled by the drug lords. (From the UK, in English and
Spanish) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) PG CC
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Saturday February 21st, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

2:00 pm

The Turn Of The Screw – Last year was the centenary of Benjamin Britten's and this is
the shatteringly powerful Glyndebourne performance of his operatic masterpiece,
adapted from the Henry James novel. (Opera) (From the UK) (Rpt) (2012)

4:00 pm

Brits Who Built The Modern World - The Freedom of the Future - This is the definitive
story of how one generation of British architects, born within five years of each other,
changed the world with a bold new approach to architecture, led by Norman Foster and
Richard Rogers with their high-tech vision. The first episode includes glimpses of some of
their most stunning recent work, such as London's new 'Cheesegrater' skyscraper,
Spaceport America and the KK100 skyscraper in China (the tallest tower ever built by a
British architect), before looking in detail at some of their revolutionary projects from the
1960s and 70s. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary/Architecture) G CC **New
Series Premiere**
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Saturday February 21st, 2015
5:00 pm

Opera Stories - Madame Butterfly - Some of the greatest contemporary stars of the
opera world: Renée Fleming, Elina Garanca, Roberta Alagna and Béatrice Uria-Monzon
are our guides as they explore four major operas in which they are singing major roles.
We go backstage at the Opera National de Paris, Vienna State Opera, Fenice in Venice
and Bavarian State Opera in Munich, discovering how the works are prepared for the
stage. (From France, in French, English and German) (Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 4)
(Rpt) G

5:30 pm

Who Do You Think You Are? - Award-winning BBC newsreader, Moira Stuart was
brought up in Britain, but spent her life trying to answer the question, 'But where is you
from?' On her journey of discovery, Moira finds out that immigration to the UK from the
Caribbean goes back much further than she had believed. (From the UK, in English)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC WS

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Great Continental Railway Journeys - Amsterdam To Northern France - Michael
Portillo uses George Bradshaw's 1913 Continental Railway Guide to explore the dazzling
cities of the pre-war Low Countries before tasting the delicacies of Brussels. He then
travels to the French sector of the Western Front, where from 1914 the trains carried a
new cargo of artillery shells, with the Edwardian tourists of 1913 replaced by soldiers
facing the horrors of the trenches. Michael ends his epic journey in the forest of
Compiegne to hear how, after four years of conflict, the Armistice was finally signed in a
railway carriage. (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **Final**

8:30 pm

Movie: Tai Chi Hero - The second instalment of the "Tai Chi" trilogy continues the
journey of Yang Luchan, a gifted child who helped save a village from a frightening army
of steampunk soldiers bearing strange machines with the knowledge of Tai Chi that they
entrusted him with. Stars Daniel Wu, Qi Shu and Tony Ka Fai Leung) (From China, in
Mandarin) (Movie) (Martial Arts) (2012) (class tba) **Lunar New Year Kung Fu
Season/Premiere**

10:25 pm

Movie: Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon - When a politician's daughter steals a
legendary warrior's precious sword, a sequence of events is triggered to recover the
sword, which leads to a deadly encounter with the thief's witch-like minder. From
renowned director Ang Lee, the film received four Academy Awards in 2001, including
Best Foreign Language Film and Best Cinematography. Stars Chow Yun-Fat, Michelle
Yeoh, Zhang Ziyi and Chang Chen. (From Hong Kong, in Mandarin) (Action Adventure)
(2000) (Rpt) M (V,A,S) **Lunar New Year Kung Fu Season
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Saturday February 21st, 2015
12:30 am

Movie: The Warlords - A heroic tale of three blood brothers and their struggle in the
midst of war and political upheaval. In the autumn of 1870, General Pang Qingyun of the
imperial army wants to end war and restore peace to the land. But to do so he must first
rise to power. To help him achieve his goal, he joins two bandits Zhao Er-Hu and Jiang
Wuyang, and the three become sworn brothers. Directed by Peter Chan and stars Jet Li,
Andy Lau and Takeshi Kaneshiro. (From China, in Mandarin) (Action/Adventure) (2007)
(Rpt) MAV (V)

2:30 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

3:15 am

Curfew - At the lowest point of his life, Richie gets a call from his estranged sister, asking
him to look after his nine-year old niece, Sophia, for a few hours. (From the US) (Short
Film) (Drama) (2012) (Rpt) CC

3:35 am

Benidorm Bastards - They’re up to their old tricks again! Seven senior citizens (played
by actors) head out into the streets with only one thought in mind - to pull pranks on
young people. This is a hidden camera show with a difference; the skits are absurd and
hilarious - and the unsuspecting victims haven't got a clue what hit them. (From Belgium,
in Dutch) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

4:05 am

Lilyhammer - In the second series, Steven van Zandt's mob fixer Frank Tagliano is still in
witness protection and juggling fatherhood with running his criminal operation. Added to
the mix this season are a group of English soccer hooligans, a bank robbery that
threatens to reveal Frank's identity, and a bloodthirsty new female sheriff. (S.2,Ep.1)
(From Norway, in English and Norwegian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(L) CC

